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The order of the topics is completely random so far. If you find a topic you would be interested in, you may propose
a week in the term you would like to use for the seminar slot. Note, however, that some topics are better suited for
early presentation, while others might benefit from information from part II of the lecture and should be presented
rather late in the term.
MEX-extensions for MATLAB® and OCT-extensions for Octave using Own Codes MATLAB and its opensource counterpart GNU Octave provide binary interfaces to integrate external libraries into own written codes or
to combine MATLAB and Octave scripts with own written C and Fortran codes to improve the performance of your
projects. The talk should introduce both the MATLAB [11] and the Octave [17] interface and how they are used and
how the data interchange works.
Scientific Computing in Python I & II With the introduction of a proper n-d Array by the NumPy [16] Package the
foundation for efficient scientific computations in Python was established. Today a huge number of packages is available including, but not limited to SciPy [19], matplotlib [13], mpi4py [15]. Also sophisticated MATLAB alternatives like
the Scientific PYthon Development EnviRonment (spyder) [18] make it possible to write high performance numerical
codes avoiding costly licenses and still benefiting from a certain abstraction compared to programming in C, C++, or
Fortran.
Open Source Licenses (taken by Cleophas Kweyu)
Publishing code is a critical issue in modern scientific computing. One publishes work and especially research ideas
and if proper care is taken one can decide how much of the copyright stays with oneself and what others are allowed
to do with the codes. This, however, requires a basic knowledge of existing license models. Several open source
licenses that allow more or less flexible use of the codes by others. The differences are small but may have critical
consequences. A good starting point for the literature study are the two web sites [30, 32].
Reproducability and Documentation of Computer Experiments
Power-Aware Computing (taken by Jennifer Uebbing)
Todays largest supercomputers have an energy consumption that requires them to be located next to huge power
plants. The ever increasing demand for computing power has raised the energy consumption to a more than critical
level. Over the recent few years the Green500 [6] list has introduced a new ranking of supercomputers that takes
their energy consumption into account. Energy measurement metric and power saving methodologies [5] today play
an important role for many super computing centers.
Vector Units of Modern CPUs Since about 8 years it is no longer possible to increase the clock rate of a processor
without consuming unacceptably much energy, or getting into trouble with the signal-runtime. One way to increase
the performance of a CPU is to do many operations in parallel. The lowest level parallel operations are directly
implemented in the CPU as vector units, such as MMX, SEE2, AVX or AltiVec. They can be exploited in optimized
program code and compilers [25, 1, 27, 3] or assembly language. Knowing how to use these vector units optimally
is a key ingredient to every scientific computing code.

OpenCL (taken by Carolin Penke)
Currently there is no clear standard for the programming model in applications involving graphics processing units
(GPUs). Nvidia as one of the most important hardware manufacturers is pushing their C language extension CUDA,
while AMD/Intel/ARM as their competitor is following the general OpenCL framework that in principle allows to
be applied for arbitrary accelerator devices. The presentation should give a concise introduction to the OpenCL
programming model and the necessary tools.
OpenACC
Chapel (taken by Petar Mlinarić)
Julia (taken by Patrick Lilienthal)
The Julia Programming language [10] is a fresh approach to develop a new programming language for scientific
computing. The authors say:
“Julia is a high-level, high-performance dynamic programming language for technical computing, with
syntax that is familiar to users of other technical computing environments. It provides a sophisticated
compiler, distributed parallel execution, numerical accuracy, and an extensive mathematical function
library. The library, largely written in Julia itself, also integrates mature, best-of-breed C and Fortran
libraries for linear algebra, random number generation, signal processing, and string processing.”
The talk should introduce the basic of the programming language and point out some of the unique features which
distinguishes it from other scientific programming environments like MATLAB, GNU Octave or NumPy/SciPy.
Profiling and Debugging (taken by Bin Yeamin)
Finding memory leaks or analyzing code that has strange/unexpected behavior are two of the most time consuming
tasks in software engineering. Debuggers support the programmer in analyzing memory access of a program,
running a program step by step or viewing variables and internal data structures during the runtime [2, 31, 8]. Some
of them are able to detect problems with respect to parallel parts in the program too. On the other hand, profilers
allows to detect correct but slow and badly implemented code. Some of these tools are able to give hints how
the programs can be improved to get a more efficient implementation [4, 7, 9]. Both categories of tools are the
swiss-army-knifes in scientific programming to get a correctly working and efficient program.
Model Order Reduction (taken by Steffen Werner)
Many applications in science and technology today deliver very large systems of differential equations after discretization. Often the states x of these models can be manipulated by certain control inputs u and one is interested
in specific observations y that might be measurements of the state in certain positions. The dimensions of u and y
are typically much smaller than that of x. Therefore people are searching for a way to compute a good approximation
ŷ to y for the same input u, by solving a much smaller dynamical system represented by the state x̂ with a much
smaller dimension than that of x. For linear dynamical systems this problem is mainly solved today. The book [20] by
Antoulas is a nice introduction to methods for this type of problems. Basic methods are also described in the Model
Order Reduction Wiki [14], where additional references can be found.

H-matrices and Tensor Methods The Hierarchical Matrix format [24, 23, 26] is a so called data sparse storage
scheme for a class of densely populated matrices that allows storage and application in linear-poly-logarithmic
complexity.
Parallel Features in MATLAB MATLAB provides different features to use multicore and parallel computing approaches. Some of the are directly integrated in MATLAB and hidden to the users, like multithreaded BLAS and
LAPACK implementations. On the other hand MATLAB provides a parallel computing toolbox [12] which allows the
user to design their own parallel algorithms in the MATLAB programming language. The presentation should cover
a concise introduction in the possibilities of this toolbox including GPU acceleration and distributed computing.

Parallel in Time Methods The solution of ordinary differential equations(ODE) is a key task for many simulations
or control process. Normally, it is a strictly sequential scheme which only uses parallelization in the computation of a
single time step. If the time horizon gets too large and the single step are very expensive one want to use a distributed
cluster to accelerate the whole process. Therefore, the Parallel-in-Time integration is one approach to create an
parallel scheme out of the sequential ODE integration by distributing time slices over all participating processors.
The presentation should give a basic introduction how these method works and how a parallel implementation could
be realized. [28, 21, 29, 22]
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